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MONTHLY MEETINGS
General Monthly Meetings are held in the Kogarah School of Arts, Bowns Road,
Kogarah on the second Thursday of each month at 2.00 pm.
The Speaker is followed by afternoon tea then a short business meeting

Speakers
May
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jJune

Stephen Szabo from Heraldry Australia will speak
on "Heraldry in Australia" illustrated by an excellent
power point presentation. Bring badges, crests and
other heraldry for discussion.
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Matthew Kirb(& Eric Danielson from Kogarah
i
State Emergency Services will speak on the history
~
and function of the SES. They will bring their specially ~
equipped emergency vehicle for your inspection.
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PRESIDENT'S REPORT
from the ANNUAL .MEETING 8 March 2007
I am happy to report that the society has had a very successful year. We currently have
78 paid up members and others who are expected to continue their membership. This
means that although several long standing members died or moved away during the year,
new members were welcomed in representing a healthy increase in membership.
Attendance also increased at our meetings which are held on the second Thursday of each
month at Kogarah School of Arts, Bowns Road, Kogarah at 2 pm.
My compliments must go to Judy Reynolds for the high quality of speakers she
has obtained for us during the past year.
Following the AGM in March the President gave a talk on The Fanny Letters, letters of
Francis Leonora Macleay to her brother, William, in Cuba
April - Janette Hollebone spoke on the history of Bear Cottage
May - Lyn Smith spoke on behalf of the Guide Dog Association, with Barbara Bonfield
and her Guide Dog 'Ellie'.
June - Vicki Eldridge, Genealogist, on Being a Family Detective
July - Bill Allen, formerly Commercial Manager of Sydney Ferry Services.
August - Jim Blyde, The Royal Flying Doctor Service, spoke on how aviation, medicine
and radio have been successfully put to work over the last 78 years.
September - Simon Annabel, The Georges River Keeper, spoke on Revitalizing the
Georges River
October - Ray Thorburn from Kiama Genealogical Society spoke on Prisoners of
Conscience in Colonial Society.
November - Leonard Werman, Up and Down the City Road
February 2007 - Ken Hall spoke on St. Phillips Church and church bells
A basket was put out to receive voluntary donations for both Guide Dogs and the
Flying Doctor Service.
The Museum continues to be our main source of income. Coralie Lewin, our
Newsletter Editor and Museum Custodian, organizes Mondays at the Museum five times
a year. This begins with morning tea at 10 am followed by an illustrated talk in the
Museum by a Guest Speaker and a closer look at a selection of items from the Museum's
Collection. As space is limited, bookings are restricted to 35 persons and the sessions are
always booked out. Guest speakers at these meetings were :
'
March - Michael Storey, a retired accountant, and an expert on coins.
May - Bridgette Mahoney, From Moth to Cloth, the history of silk
June - Dr Barbara Ballantyne, a retired scientist who researches and writes on the history
of crochet lace and other needlework, spoke on Mary Card, Australian
Crochet Lace Designer. (An additional presentation with special display).
July - Leonard Werman, Ike Solomon & John Hunter, Australia's 1st policeman.
September - Harry Griffiths, radio comedian, spoke on his days working with Roy
Rene, Jack Davey, Willie Fennell, Ada & Elsie etc. The audience seating
was fully booked, but so many extra people turned up that the talk had to
be given outside.
November - Heather Joynes on exotic, unusual and rare textiles.

During History Week on Saturday 16th September, 2006 we had a return ViSIt
from Francis Bodkin, Indigenous Education Officer at the Mt.Annan Botanic Gardens
who led a walking tour through the Carss Park.
Our thanks go to the catering team Trudy Johns, Gilda Tilia and Elizabeth
Emerson who provide morning teas at these museum functions.
The museum is open every Sunday afternoon from 1 pm to 5 pm, but opens at
other times for school groups and tours. We thank our volunteers who staff the museum
each Sunday afternoon and thank Elizabeth Emerson for keeping the rosters. The Museum
opening on Australia Day was a great success with 79 visitors. Coralie Lewin runs
programs for school children and walking tours are led by Betty Goodger and Janette
Hollebone. During the year 540 people came through. There is now an extra attraction
when local bands play outside the museum on the third Sunday of each month.
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Our major project for the year has been the restoration of the grave of James and
~
Mary Carss at Waverley Cemetery. Negotiations for this were started by Dr Joan Hatton
O/""'~~ November 1999 and it was only during 2006 that we succeeded in gaining permission.
'YlJ.t' Bhe work was carried out by Heritage Memorials at Sutherland and is now complete.
If)
Work on the book of historic and notable houses of the Kogarah Municipality is
progressing and should be launched in the second half of this year. The houses included
are taken mainly from the Kogarah Heritage Register but other houses are included. Our
thanks go to all the members who have come forward with information and pictures and
have drawn the writer's attention to things she otherwise would not have known. We
received a Cultural Grant of $1000 from the Royal Australian Historical Society through
the ministry for the Arts and your President and Secretary attended that Society's Annual
Conference in October to receive the cheque. We also received a Heritage Office grant of
$500 to help with photographic expenses and one half of this has been paid.
We intend to typeset the book ourselves to reduce costs. Our regular printer,
Bruce Welch of Southwood Press, has been generous in his advice about this initiative
and spent 3 hours at the President's home inspecting the computers and scanner.
During the year historic enquiries were answered by our Vice President, Betty
~
who also contributed well researched articles to the newsletter.
~
Our Patron 'emeritus' and Co-founder, Ke0avanOugh, died on September 26,
2006 aged 100 years.
~/
The new Mayor, Michael Kitmiridis, has agreed to be our new Patron.
~
~
I wish to thank all the volunteers who give up their time to help the Society, those
~
who staff the museum, those who help with the catering both at Mondays at the Museum Cuy, (,
and at our regular meetings.
C{, / ~
Mavis Ward despatches the journal, reports on the speakers and works for us
behind the scenes. Albert Lewin carries out practical jobs in the museum. I thank Janette
Hollebone for being our Secretary, Cath Sullivan for her work as treasurer and David
Shaw our voluntary auditor. We have a very good team of workers but I must stress to
the membership that more volunteers are always needed to lighten the load when workers
are sick or on holidays. Lastly I thank all the members for their support and attendance
during the year and look forward to Kogarah Historical Society going from strength to
strength during the coming year.
(l utA 1
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BEVERLEY EARNSHAW,
President, 2007

KOGARAH HISTORICAL SOCIETY INC.
Committee for 2007 - 2008
President Beverley Earnshaw
Vice President: Betty Goodger
Vice President: Beryl Butters
Secretary: Janette Hollebone
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**********************
from our Annual General Meeting
Our AGM was held on 8 March and, as these meetings take a little longer than our regular
meetings, our usual guest speaker is replaced by an "in house" speaker.

This time we looked at "Beginnings" . We went back in time to examine some of the beliefs
and superstitions which played a large part in the lives of pre-Christian,primitive people. It was
necessary to protect the good 'spirits' while they feared the evil 'spirits'. We also found that,
even now, some of these superstitions still exist.
The head was considered to be the guardian of the spirits rather than the seat of wisdom,
therefore the centre of a number of superstitions. For example, sneezing was said to indicate the
presence of a dreaded disease and a sign that death could be imminent, so prayer was offered
for the soul of the dying person, hence the origin of 'God Bless You" Yawning could also
allow good spirits to escape so the mouth would have to be covered. This was also done by a
friend when a person was dying.
The shape of the mouth could reveal a person's character and, so as not to give themselves
away, they painted their lips red because it was a protective colour and kept the evil spirits out.
It later became an attraction to the opposite sex - the beginning of lipstick??
Some of the old superstitions and customs have survived to the present time, albeit with far less
serious consequences. In some places, breaking a mirror, opening an umbrella indoors, walking
under a ladder or spilling salt are still believed to be unlucky. And we still cross two fingers to
encourage good luck when we make a wish. These superstitions, (and there are many) now all
relate to luck, with no connection to the original meanings, which is a good thing as we can find
several versions of the meanings of these old stories. So we can do with them what we will.
Mavis Ward presented this interesting look at the origins of some old beliefs and customs
which still colour our lives today. I hope to relate more of these in our Newsletters from time
to time. Ed.

Many readers of these pages will have passed through the doors of the Turner Bros.

Kogarah store ana will have fond memories of the family ana the sennce they
provided. Lilias.. daughter of Reg ana Dorothy tume, regularly attends
our Mondays at the Museum.
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TURNER BROS. CELEBRATES
100 YEARS" In the BusinesS»

... The Turner Brothers' story began in Norfolk, England, when Walter Turner commenced his
apprenticeship as a draper in the late 1800s. In usual fashion for the time he lived above the
store to gain experience and get a feel for there retail trade.
Walter was an adventurous type and migrated to Australia with his wife, Emily (nee Hodgens).
They settled in Paddington before looking at buying a store in Bowral. They finally settled on
Charlie Barsby's store in Railway Parade, Kogarah that had been operating since 1886. The
store originally had a dirt floor and one of the biggest sellers was saddles.

Walter opened for business in 1906. He and his wife, Emily, affectionately known as Lemie,
moved into a home in Montgomery Street, Kogarah with their sons, Percy, Reg, Norman and
daughter Eileen. The store in Railway Parade was the first substantial shop erected in the
immediate vicinity of Kogarah Railway Station. To create a welcoming entrance he spent 600
pounds on a new shop front.
Walter's opening lines were millinery, dress materials, manchester, haberdashery, groceries and
hardware. The last two items were slow movers and were quickly replaced with men's wear,
one of the staples of over seventy years. The shop assistants dressed in regulation black. The
women wore long skirts, the front of their blouses were full of pins and a tape measure neatly
hung around the neck, ready for use.
Cash for transactions travelled from the shop assistant's station to the cashier's cubicle via an
overhead railway. Receipts and change were transmitted by return journey. Finally the cash
register replaced this ingenious device.
In February, 1908, Headmaster Wilson from Kogarah School adjudicated on the W. Turner
Competition. First prize went to Mrs. Rowd who won drapery and clothing to the value of one
pound.

The winning line was"I'll buy everything here to a nail"
Second prize was ten shillings and third prize five shillings.

Turner Bros. 2
Walter guided the business through World War 1 and 'Lemie' was the driving force with her
flashing blue eyes and lively wit.
Following WWl Walter's two sons, Percy and Reginald entered the business and the store
became known as Turner Bros. Reg bought out Percy and ambitiously decided to add another
storey and refurbish. During this period Reg moved the store to a site once owned by the old
Commercial Bank of Australia.
The depression hit in 1929 and many businesses closed. Reg battled on with a combination of
hard work, determination and strong support from his wife, Dorothy. In an effort to keep
trading he sensibly sold the freehold to the local dentist The capital injection enabled the
business to keep trading and slowly return to profitable times.
Reg then saw a market for curtain making and found a seamstress, Mrs. Nethercote, from
Bellevue Street, Kogarah. He arranged for an extra room to be built onto the back of her house.
This innovative venture continued for several years.
From this cottage industry curtain making gradually progressed to the Yardstick factory on the
Princes Highway under the watchful eye of Roger. By this time loyal staff were gathering in all
sections and assisted in the general success of the business.
The post World War 1 boom of building generally improved overall profits. This was
enhanced after the opening of the Cronulla and East Hills railway lines which deposited train
commuters right at their door.
Reg and Dorothy (nee Twilby) lived in Green Gables on the comer of Queen and Ocean Streets
Kogarah. The house was demolished in the 1960s for a three storey block of units. Here they
raised their four children, lilias, the twins Max and Robert and Roger. The family maintained
close links with the Kogarah Presbyterian Church.
Dorothy's family showed the same civic spirit as the Turners.
Her grandfather, Mr. P.
Hermann, Mayor of Kogarah in 1907, was responsible for calling a public meeting to form a
fire brigade in Kogarah. It happened like clockwork with officers elected and members enrolled.
Reg's son, Max was an Alderman on Kogarah Council for several terms and held positions on
Rotary.
Reg remained the driving force for many years with solid support from Dorothy. He treated his
staff like an extended family and took a personal interest in the customers. He was noted for
his firm handshake and friendly enquiry about the family. He was a natural salesman and knew
how to convince a customer that a particular item was just what they wanted.
Customers in the early days arrived at the Kogarah store by horseback or horse drawn vehicles
from the outlying areas of the Kogarah district, Sans Souci, Sandringham and Dolls Point. The
Puffing Billy, the Kogarah Steam Tram then provided a more comfortable journey. This was
replaced in 1937 by silent, trackless Trolley Buses. The diesel bus was next and still plies the
route today.
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Emily died in 1935, followed by Walter in 1938 when war clouds were gathering. Reg applied
to enlist but was refused because of bad knees. He firmly guided the business through WW2
with all the hurdles of shortages, rationing and coupons. After the war all Reg's children
worked in the business at different times.
The fifties were a period of consolidation. When one customer's family was returning to
England for a visit, after an absence of thirty years, they paid their Turner's account then on the
morning of their departure the gentleman decided he needed a panama hat to wear on the ship.
He selected his hat and not having any cash was told he could pay when he returned. This he
did - six months later.
Max's twin brother, Bob, branched out and operated an independent store in Hurstville. He later
went into partnership as Turner and Allen in Caringbah.
Reg introduced interest free accounts, which could be opened by a personal recommendation. A
ceiling of 10 pounds applied and weekly payments were set in shillings, equivalent to the total
amount of pounds. Interest on the accounts was held off until the 1970s when economic
pressures forced interest to be charged. This decision was not taken Jightly.
Turners offered part time work for students. Several young ladies began their careers this way
and later joined the full time staff. Reg was something of an innovator in this area and bought
several blocks of land for some loyal staff to allow them to make a start in life.

Reg and Dorothy in retirement:
In 1956 the firm became a private company but continued to trade under the name of Turner
Bros which by this time carried significant goodwill. Reg then handed over the reigns to his
son, Max, who became the Managing Director. Reg really never retired and kept a close eye on
his passion.
He had an architect designed home built in Blaxland Road, Wentworth Falls. The interior
design was left to Dorothy's artistic streak so long as the garage could take his pride and joy,
the Humber Hawk with walnut dashboard.
Dorothy insisted on a white telephone, which was unheard of by the Post Master General's
Department of the time. Somehow they found one! She also had an open trussed cedar lounge
room ceiling, quite something for the 19505.
She insisted the home be called 'Rest and be Thankful' and this nameplate and the gardens
made it into a few home periodicals. Reg had a passion for flowers and produced a
magnificent display of tulips and hyacinths in spring.
Reg and Dorothy employed an Aboriginal gardener and his walkabout obligations at flowering
time exacerbated Reg's angina attacks. The gardener had a way with flowers and Dorothy
would provide him with a full crockery morning tea service and Paragon Cafe biscuits to entice ,
him to be on time. The strategy usually worked.
Once the garden and race bets were ticked off Reg would retire to the sunroom at Wentworth
Falls and impatiently wait for the Company Secretary, Dora Hutchens, to phone through the
daily trading results. This happened with the precision of a Swiss clock and during this time the
sunroom was out of bounds. There were eight all important figures, one for each department.
Some of his visiting grandchildren vividly remember that his mood would depend on the results.
If they were good he had a smile on his face. If they were down you stayed out of his way for
thirty minutes.
Half year sales were a feature of the store from the beginning. Walter introduced the summer
and winter sales, and Reg and Max continued them. Unlike today they were 100 percent
genuine which was evident from the large crowds which used to gather on the footpath waiting
for the doors to open. During this consolidation period Roger worked in soft furnishings and
Lilias rejoined the company to do the ticket writing and window dressing.
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Deliveries were an integral part of the Kogarah store at the time when fewer residents had motor
vehicles. Walter started the service with a horse drawn vehicle. Reg continued with a VW
Combi van and often had his grandchildren help out in the passenger seat during school
holidays. In the sixties Max made the difficult decision to stop home deliveries due to rising
costs.
A sad break in the family came with Dorothy'S death in 1972 and that of Reg in 1974.
The end of the Kogarah store:
The early seventies saw the long awaited opening of the pedestrian subway linking Kogarah and
West Kogarah. This saved many now ageing customers the effort of climbing the railway
steps.
Another development was the opening of the Captain Cook Bridge in the sixties, which linked
Sans Souci and Taren Point by road. At first this brought customers to Kogarah but the
opening of Roselands in the 1950s and Miranda Fair in 1964 spelt formidable competition.
The huge buying power of Grace Bros and Myer meant the old style family store could
compete no longer. In addition, discount stores were springing up.
Max made some sound decisions by opening a smaller men's wear shop in the Kogarah Town
Centre in 1975. The haberdashery and Wool Baa shop moved to smaller premises along
Railway Parade, formerly occupied by the linen and towel shop.
The inevitable decision to close was faced in April 1975. Gradually the other smaller Turners
stores in Kogarah also closed their doors. Some of the staff, such as Jack Gannon, had been
employed with Turner Bros for as long as forty years. The staying power of the staff is
indicative of the satisfaction and conditions of employmentwithin the family store. The firm's
motto on receipts wasTurner Bros
Kogarah
for civility and service
At the time of closing of the Kogarah store 11 staff had a combined service of over 300 years.
Lilias (Barrack) was not ready to retire and went to Nock & Kirby's as ticket writer until they
also closed their doors.
The Kogarah store was sold to a developer and then to Peter O'Reilly who moved his pharmacy
business from further along Railway Parade after the store received yet another facelift. Peter
was the SOD of the test cricketer, Bill O'Reilly and has since sold to another pharmacist.
The move to furnishings and curtains:
As early as 1963 the floor covering department had outgrown its space on the first floor of the
Kogarah store. Roger headed to Rockdale where he leased premises next to the C.V.Holland
Dealership on Princes Highway. Business was brisk and by 1969 had added soft furnishings.
Fully trained decorators completed large contracts( including the soft furnishings for the new
Parliament House, Canberra) both here and overseas and a transfer to a larger factory in
Marrickville was necessary.
The finn is still in the business of soft furnishings, window furnishings, and internal and
external shading systems and employs a staff of 45. Quite a change from Mrs. Nethercote's
sewing room!
Roger attempted to retire in 2005 at the age of 72 but he is still working, part time, between
walking tours of South America and New Zealand.
Recently the fifth generation of Turners commenced work in the business when
Roger's granddaughter started work at Marrickville.
This article was written by Bart Barrack - grandson of Reg Turner.

Museum Roster
May
6 Coralie Lewin & Meg Thompson
13 Mavis Ward & Ken Grieve
~O Trudy Johns & Elizabeth Emerson
V 27 Betty Goodger& Janette Hollebone

June
3 Gilda Tilia ~ Carole Tier
10 Bob Williams & Mary Williams
17 Trudy Johns & Elizabeth Emerson
Betty Goodger & Janette Hollebone
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MUSIC - MUSIC - MUSIC- at the Museum in 2007.
Enjoy the music of our local Bands on the 3rd Sunday of each month
between 2pm and 4pm.
Great selection of tunes, not too loud and the sound of music in these
beautiful surroundings was wonderful.
Next performance May 20
Bring a picnic basket and enjoy the show. The Museum is open as usual 1 pm to 5pm.

********************
Next Mondays at the Museum - 28 May - lOam
Why do people make things in miniature? - hear about

the history of scale modelling
Booking essential - Tel 9546 1580

**********************
To have cooked in an 18th century
kitchen you would have had to
watch your language!

A 'judge' was a large cast iron stock pot for left over vegetables.
A 'fountain' was a cast iron kettle with ~ tap in place of a spout and kept on the fuel stove
providing continuous hot water.
The fuel stove, like ships and cyclones, was always referred to as 'her'.
Having the 'feel' was knowing how much fuel to put on the fire to produce the required heat.
After washing aluminium pans and other utensils they were 'rubbed up' sometimes with leather
to maintain the shine.
A 'try pot' was a cast iron pot used for boiling clothes.
A 'cruzie' was a Scottish lamp known in Australia as a slush lamp.

BOOK REVIEW

,/ Syaney Museum gUide
by Peta Landman & Michael Bogle
Recently I came across this book among various pamphlets stored in a cupboard. No date is
stated for this publication. From the Mitchell Library Iestablished that it was published in
1992 However I'm sure you will agree that the description is good, thorough and enticing.
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CARSS' COTTAGE MUSEUM
Blakehurst 2221
The original residence of William Carss, a Scottish cabinet maker who migrated to Australia
in the 19th century. His house dates from the later half of the 1 tjh century. Constructed in
native sandstone, it still maintains its original Welsh slate roof Few alterations have been
made ti its exterior. The cottage functions as a ''folk museum" for the Kogarah Municipality.
The Kogarah Historical Society change displays regularly.
Collection highlights: an original William Carss' table, a period room, kitchen interior and
furnishings, historic photographs of Kogarah and district.

j
Open: 1.00 -5.00pm Sunday and public holidays
Nearest bus or train stop: Kogarah train station, Hurstville train station, Blakehurst buses
(no weekend bus service) (Still, unfortunately, true - no buses on Sunday)
Admission: $2 adults. 20 cents children (We have increased this to 50 cents)
Information desk: yes
Guided tours: yes, by arrangement
Children's activities: no (No longer correct! Our curator provides a quiz that is popular)
School groups welcome.
Sales desk: memorabilia (We have books on local history, spoons and pens)
Food or drink: yes, by previous arrangement (phone number provided)
Handicapped access: yes
Special activities and membership: Kogarah Historical Society, bi-monthly journal free to
members.
Carss Park also provides swimming, playground, bicycling and picnic facilities.

This guide was produced before Joan Hatton"s book, The Carss Family, Carss Cottage and
Carss Park was published in 1997, so we can forgive the vague dates in the introductory
paragraph. We now know that the Rev. John Dunmore Lang chartered a ship, the "Stirling
Castle", recruited skilled workmen in Scotland to work on his project, the Australian College,
and brought them to Sydney. The ship arrived on 13 October 1831, with William and Helen
Carss.
.
When William Carss retired, as a wealthy business man, he bought the land that is now Carss
Park in 1863 and had completed his house in 1865.
The guide may be out of date but Ithink Iwould be encouraged to visit Carss Cottage if I
read about it, especially if my children were young.
B. GOODGER
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